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ABSTRACT
With the forced reboot of our lives due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
our interpersonal relationships are nowhere yet everywhere. How-
ever, opportunities for initiating or maintaining friendships and
romance in the physical world have dwindled. Within the context
of India where multiple realities exist, the question arises – what
is the future of these relationships? In this paper, we present the
outcomes of a workshop looking at the future of relationships us-
ing design fiction. Participants worked in small teams to create
scenarios that critically consider the future of love, friendships, and
romance within the Indian context. Through the lenses of criti-
cality, empowerment, and value creation, we examine the design
scenarios and the design process including criticality of the designs,
empowering experiences of the participants, and the perceived
value gained from participating in such a workshop. Our findings
indicate the potential of design fiction to allow participants to step
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out of their comfort zone into a critical stance in discussing love
and intimacy. Based upon our findings, we discuss implications for
design research, practice, and education.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed how we work and so-
cialize. No longer do we meet in person to discuss projects and
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plans in offices and at universities as social distancing has pulled
us from our workplaces. It also disconnected us from our personal
relationships, where meeting physically with friends and partners
has become a health and safety risk. To keep the virus at bay, we
have shifted some of the most important aspects of our lives online
[15]. Self-isolation has become ‘the new normal’, bringing its own
challenges when interacting with the people close to us through
our computers and mobile devices. As the pandemic, unfortunately,
continues to rampage throughout the world almost a year later, it is
imperative to think about how to design for an empowering future
that builds, maintains, and augments human relationships, through
activities like online dating, connecting friends, or intimate online
encounters. There is an intangible value in empowering individu-
als not only in their reimagined alternative future but in the here
and now, where it can be comforting to consider scenarios that
take place when the pandemic is behind us even if it has irrevo-
cably changed our lives. Not everyone in the Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) community has the tools to reimagine a future
that challenges the current status quo, that is empowering albeit
provocative, or to question, critically reflect upon, and deal with
these new changes. Design fiction is one such tool.

Design fiction has entered the method repertoire of HCI research
some time ago and is postulated as a valuable tool for envisioning
futures; for collaborating and communicating with stakeholders;
and for addressing critical concerns (see e.g. [55]). It has been linked
with the design research tradition, particularly with Speculative
Design [27, 64] and Critical Design [27] as well as with Partici-
patory Design (PD), User-Centered Design (UCD), and Scenario
writing [30, 50, 55]. As these various backgrounds indicate, design
fiction is an ambiguous concept with multiple meanings and usages
attached to it [55]. We are particularly inspired by the empower-
ing potential of design fiction, which has been addressed so far
in a very limited manner. Inspired by and extending this stream
of design fiction research, we explore design fiction as a tool for
empowerment, in collaboration with HCI professionals and aca-
demics including experts and non-experts in design research, in the
context of reimagining a more empowering future in the middle of
the COVID-19 crisis. Our focus is on human (and non-human e.g.
AIs) relationships, including friendships and romance, considering
the challenges and opportunities that have been exposed through
experiences with the ongoing pandemic (see e.g. [14]). With this
in mind, we conducted an online workshop employing the design
fiction process to explore the future of technology for friendships
and romance.

In this paper, we present the process and outcomes of our online
workshop, which was part of the ACM SIGHCI Mumbai Chapter
meet in June 2020, where participants worked in small teams to cre-
ate future scenarios for technologies for friendships and romance.
We focus on two main research questions. First, we ask within the
socio-cultural context of India, where the combination of technol-
ogy and romance is not well studied, what is the future of love and
romance in a post pandemic world? Our goal was to enable partici-
pants to critically explore the topic, producing provocative, from
mild to wild, alternative future scenarios and technologies, against
the backdrop of their experiences of the pandemic. Our second re-
search question enquires whether design fiction helped us go from
a place of comfort to a place of being critical (and out of our zone

of comfort) in the discussions of this important topic. We chose a
workshop format in order to reach out to a wider audience, to spark
inspiration, and encourage participants to consider the pandemic
situation differently. We gathered data during and after the online
workshop taking two perspectives in our analysis: the design out-
comes and the design process. These were analysed through three
lenses: criticality of design [4, 5], empowering design [39, 45]
and the value co-creation in design [36, 66]. With this work we
add to the small but growing body of research on technology for
friendships and romance in India (see e.g. [2, 16, 57]). We also add to
ongoing research on design fiction with non-designer communities
such as university students [73, 74] and primary school students to
engage young people critically in a changing world ‘such that they
become empowered to act positively and knowledgeably’ [53].

The paper is organized as follows. First, we present the related
work in this domain which includes an overview of studies ex-
ploring the use of technology for romance in India, and a brief
introduction of design fiction in HCI as a tool for everyone, and in
times of uncertainty. Next, we present the theoretical lenses applied
in this work, followed by the research design and the findings from
the data collected. Lastly, we discuss the implications of our work
and conclude the paper.

2 RELATED RESEARCH
Design fiction represents a future-oriented, speculative design tra-
dition that has been labeled as design avant-garde [40], within
which one aims at imagining and exploring speculative futures and
alternative presents, at provoking and bending or violating cultural
norms and rules, at envisioning alternatives, and at deconstructing
and questioning existing notions, practices and technology (see
e.g. [1, 9, 23, 52]). However, much of the work in design fiction
does not seem to adhere to particular emancipatory or empow-
ering aims; challenging the status quo; nor a strong commitment
to the empowerment of the oppressed or marginalized. Some ex-
amples can be found that particularly focus on controversies or
ethical issues around design and technology (see e.g. [3, 7]), while
some are strongly inspired by the Scandinavian participatory de-
sign tradition aligning with its democratization agenda [10, 54, 70].
However, there is a lack of research on specific topic of the em-
powering potential of design fiction. In this section, we first dis-
cuss studies on online friendships and romance in India, to situate
our work in the context, then present the versatility of design
fiction as a tool employed with diverse groups of users, from chil-
dren to university students to regular citizens, and lastly discuss
the potential of design fiction to empower us during this time of
crisis.

2.1 Exploring Online Friendships and
Romance in India

There are limited studies exploring online opportunities for finding
love and romance in India. Studies exploring technology use in the
slums of Bangalore and Mumbai revealed the perseverance and
persistence of young adults using Facebook, which they access via
internet cafes, to find love outside their community, in online spaces
that level the playing field [2, 57]. For them, online platforms like Ya-
hoo chat and Facebook are a safe way to gain attention and interact
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freely. In the urban slums of Kolkata, a study on virtual approaches
to heterosexual mate-seeking indicated that young Muslim women
were interested in online friendships [16], exploring through chat
rooms and matrimonial sites that are accessed from internet cafes
and/or mobile phones. Such online engagement was regarded as a
symbol of class and modernity. Moreover, young women consider
it a safer option, one that reduces physical risks, and eliminates the
social taboo of physical contact in public [22, 60].

Online dating is popular not only worldwide but also in India
[41], although it shares the space with arranged marriages, which
are common. Previously, getting married and falling in love were
combined in a single step that came shortly after gaining employ-
ment. However, times are changing, and these steps are separated
and extended. Further, there are universally shared social anxieties
at play, formed from pop culture narratives, the opinions of peers,
longer working hours, and subsequent feelings of loneliness [18].
There are then certain culture-specific behaviors such as Indian
men and women reacting differently to online deception, Indian
men being more open to the idea of finding a partner online, and
Indian women who register on dating sites choose to not discuss
it with friends and family for fear of being judged [41]. Unsurpris-
ingly, online dating has become popular despite many reservations
amongst people, especially during the time of the pandemic, as
digital avenues supply the only means forming connections. Dating
applications have experienced a surge in downloads [61]. In addi-
tion, there has been a significant rise in text and video conversations
during the lockdown [17]. However, how these changes fare in the
future, within the layered and complex Indian socio-cultural envi-
ronment, is underexplored: Can design fiction transform places of
comfort to those open to critique to discuss socially uncomfortable
subjects such as love and intimacy?

2.2 Design Fiction for All
Since the time of its inception, the term ‘Design Fiction’ (see [62])
has been constantly evolving and adapting to suit the context it has
been applied to, from ‘diegetic prototypes’ [62] to ‘narratives’ and
‘stories’ [64], and contradictorily as a ‘world building’ activity with
a focus on interactions [20], instead of narratives, with a focus on
prototypes to think about the future [31, 53]. As the definitions of
Design Fiction evolve, so do its application areas, employed with
audiences as young as 9 years to undergraduate university students.
In theMantle of The Expert teachingmethod [53] design fiction was
utilized to elicit discussions on environmental issues from primary
school students (aged 9-10 years). Design fiction has also been
adapted for students in secondary school to empower them towards
becoming ‘educated citizens in a democratic society’ [37] and to
consider ways of overturning neoliberal educational paradigms in
schools of the near future [25]. With university students, design
fiction assisted in imagining a future sustainable campus [33], and in
critically analysing the ethical aspects of innovative technology [75].
In the framing of design fiction as a futuring tool in participatory
education, the designer plays the role of a mediator as well as a
creator [13], helping develop essential abilities in futures literacy ‘in
the same way as, during the industrial revolution, it was necessary
to read and write’ (ibid).

Further, design studio students are taught, through research-
driven approaches, to consider artefacts from potential and plau-
sible futures to exemplify the process of ‘world building’, thereby
conducting ‘research into design fiction, done through design fic-
tion’ [20, 21]. In this role, the fiction designer is imagined as a force
that serves to ‘subvert the tropes of the technology industry’ [21].
Instead of following the logic of utopian and dystopian futures,
in an alternative interpretation of the futures cone that places the
preferable in the vertical axis as subjective point of view. In addi-
tion, fiction is described as ‘a resource for design research’ [47]
in participatory design, engaging participants ‘with a particular
use of make-believe’ mediated by props, as a framework for ex-
pressing needs and concerns. In another instance, design fiction
is imagined as mediating dialogue between the academic and in-
dustrial world, where the ambiguity of boundary objects ’means
that participants can speculate without worrying about negative
implications being drawn for the present’ [12]; the same authors
cite Dunne & Raby as describing critical design as having ‘at its
heart the subversion of status quo through the deployment of irony
and satire’ (ibid). Although design fiction is seen as a tool for com-
munity building [8], to empower vulnerable communities [56, 58],
to encourage breaking out of typical approaches, solutions, and
mindsets [11, 24, 30, 72]; participatory design fiction is understood
to be still in its very beginnings [50].

Design fiction is utilized also as a tool, a component of a research
methodology, often in combination with other methods, for exam-
ple, to train students to analyse and address complex socio-technical
problems with a systems thinking mindset [73, 74]. Design fiction
and scenario analysis was used to imagine facets of the future
involving precision medicines, with researchers from integrated
sciences, psychology, and biotechnology working towards one so-
lution, “as an opportunity for experts from different disciplines to
also teach and learn from each other” [73]. In addition, York et al.
[74] present possibilities of adapting design fiction and scenario
analysis to considering potential futures of autonomous vehicles,
teaching middle school students about STEM education, and public
engagement strategies to encourage discussion about plausible and
preferable futures across all age groups.

2.3 Design Fiction in a Time of Uncertainty
The reflective approaches of design fiction that challenge the status
quo by questioning the present, extends well to the current situa-
tion of the pandemic [46]. As the ongoing pandemic necessitates
a rapid transformation for intimate interaction, there is a need to
breakout of typical thinking patterns and mindsets. Gatehouse [32]
provides a speculative account of the change in hierarchies within
society, as well as emerging roles and behaviors, describing current
scenario of the pandemic as an inverted carnivalesque experience
while depicting the need for improvised forms of social relationship
going forward. Similarly, experiences of various social distancing
measures and lockdowns across the world, suspend our beliefs
about what is normal [32]. This presents an opportunity for us to
explore how we might create new orders from such an uncertain
time.

Facilitating intimacy through technology has been examined
through video conferencing and co-presence, tangible objects,
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notifications, and other modalities [63, 67, 69] and the relation-
ship between sexuality and technology, an under investigated and
marginalized area of research in HCI, brings with it new possibili-
ties, concepts, and a level of maturity to our research domain [35].
In terms of how we might enrich intimate relationships through
technology; the degree to which we can communicate emotions
and thoughts through a device so that it becomes an extension of
ourselves will determine the degree of intimacy others can experi-
ence [29]. Even with so much research in the area of novel intimate
interaction, during lockdown, the technologies available to people
are currently constrained to the visual and verbal. Design fiction
provides mechanisms to consider alternatives pathways to building
and maintaining relationships and to reimagine what constitutes
as love, intimacy, or relationships. Could this forced reboot propel
us towards empowering future quests for love?

3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This work critically examines not only the outcomes of the work-
shop on friendships and romance in India in a post pandemic world,
but also the process, that is, experience of the workshop; to provide
a holistic account of utilizing design fiction for empowerment. Thus,
we employ three theoretical lenses – first, critically to examine
the future scenarios created during the workshop; second, to un-
derstand whether participants were empowered in their approach
towards critically designing a future for an uncomfortable topic;
and third, the perceived value gain from their participation.

Barzdell extensively discuss what characterizes criticality in
design [6] citing Dunne and Raby, who argue that critical design
“rejects how things are now as being the only possibility, it provides
a critique of the prevailing situation through designs that embody
alternative social, cultural, technical or economic values" (ibid).
Dunne and Raby [26] are seen as the pioneers of critical design
(labeled as design avant garde), in which criticality broadly entails
scrutinizing the current situation, opening up taken for granted
assumptions and/or provoking the audience [40]. The provoca-
tive, shocking, uncomfortable, disturbing, absurd, and preposterous
nature of critical design is often underscored for the purpose of
critically exploring alternative presents and futures, as well as for
awareness raising and reflection [5, 6, 9, 40, 68]. Another element of
criticality is taking action for change where criticality in designmay
entail proposals for change [4] and even actual action taking for
the empowerment of the oppressed and combating the oppressors
[40]. This leads us to our second analytical lens: empowerment.

Empowerment is a complex concept discussed within different
disciplines, while it has been addressed also in connection with
design outcome and process [39, 40, 45]. Empowerment may be
seen as a motivational construct in which it is framed to include
increased self-efficacy, impact, self-determination, and meaningful-
ness [39, 65]. This represents a mainstream approach to empow-
erment, while a critical approach can also be identified [39, 45].
Empowerment may also be described as a relational construct,
relating to increased power over something or someone [19, 39].
Moreover, empowerment can be seen purely as an individual issue,
or it can also be approached as a collective one, with feelings of
social responsibility and empowerment of a collective rather than
focusing on the self alone [39, 42].

The lenses of criticality and empowerment enable us to scrutinize
both the design process and its outcome: where we can examine
whether the designs created are provocative (shocking, uncom-
fortable, disturbing, absurd, preposterous - for the purposes of
exploring alternative presents and futures, or for awareness raising
and reflection); as well as whether the design process was per-
ceived as provocative. In addition, these lenses allow us to examine
whether the designs created were empowering (in the motivational
or relational sense, and concerning individuals or collectives) as
well as whether the design process was perceived as empower-
ing. These two lenses informed the planning of the workshop con-
tents and structure and were further used as frameworks for data
analysis.

Through the lens of value creation, we aim to understand how
the participants benefited from the workshop and what kind of
value they experienced [43, 44]. We approach value creation as it is
understood in service science [36] and service dominant logic (SDL)
[66]. In SDL, the experience of the actors is in focus. It is possible to
plan for their value experience but in the end, the actors themselves
define whether they experience value or not. The value experienced
can also be different from the planned or expected value [44, 45].
Value experience is thus subjective and highly contextualized [38].
It can be related to the process or its outcome and is dependent
on the expectations of the actors [43, 44] and their motivations
to participate [48]. Often the value is seen later, when some time
has passed, through sensemaking [51, 71] and reflection [49]. Thus,
value experience is also temporal [43, 44]. This lens was utilized in
the data analysis phase.

4 RESEARCH DESIGN
The online workshop was conducted in June 2020, as a part of
the ACM SIGCHI Mumbai Chapter Meet, and was preceded by
an invited guest talk from an Iranian researcher on an unrelated
topic. Participation was voluntary and free. A workshop format
was chosen to maximize our reach and it was advertised in Indian
SIGCHI social media. Participants had to pre-register and those
who did were sent a consent form to sign online prior to the work-
shop. The focus of the workshop, on friendships and romance, was
not mentioned at this stage. This was intentional; staying true
to our goals (of empowerment, criticality, and provocation) we
wanted to provoke the participants, get them out of their comfort
zones to consider and discuss shocking, provocative, and uncom-
fortable future scenarios during the workshop. What participants
did sign-up to was a workshop to learn and utilize future oriented
methods. Immediately after the workshop, participants provided
feedback anonymously through an online survey. Two-months
later in August 2020, participants were asked to reflect on their
workshop experience and to re-consider their team scenarios from
a critical perspective. This was achieved by asking them to crit-
ically analyse their own and other teams design scenarios using
Bardzell et al.’s [4] matrix for reading critical design. The work-
shop organizers analysed the design scenarios of all the teams
using the same matrix. In total, data analyses included the partici-
pants’ design scenarios, post workshop feedback, and participant
reflections.
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Table 1: Team activity tasks during the workshop in June

Step 1: Create a scenario Step 2: Consider the following questions
Imagine and describe a scenario for friendship or romance in the
future; the following questions are examples of what you can
consider:
What technology is used?
What do people value in relationships?
What will our lives and love be like?
What would friendships mean?

What kind of things would be acceptable / not acceptable?
What impact will the technology have on future users?
What are some unintended consequences to society or for the
users?

4.1 Workshop Procedure
The workshop ran for 90-minutes and was conducted via Zoom.
It consisted of three parts. At first, participants were introduced
to design fiction through examples and discussions, and included
opportunities to think about the potential futures using a version
of the futures cones [27]. Building upon this taxonomy (potential,
probable, plausible, and preferable), we then asked participants to
consider provocative or preposterous futures [68], motivating them
to imagine scenarios that question the status quo, that make the
present (or future) uncomfortable, that are provocative or prepos-
terous, and that are empowering (for everyone). First, participants
worked in teams of between 5-7 members for about 30 minutes on
a potential future scenario or context, using a set of questions (see
[Table 1]). A total of seven teams were formed but only six were
active. They used Google documents or slides in a shared folder to
ideate and discuss. Finally, each of the six teams briefly presented
their scenarios to the larger group, discussing the challenges in
socially distant relationships and the human desire for intimacy
and touch. Several of the scenarios are presented in the findings
section and the activities are described in Table 1

While the workshop started with 34 participants, the team activ-
ity participation included a total of 29, as some had to leave due to
other commitments and others dropped out due to an unreliable
internet connection. The 34 workshop participants were a mix of
HCI students (5 BSc, 2 MSc, 8 PhD), researchers in academia (4),
faculty or teachers (4), and industry professionals (7). Participants
had varying backgrounds and levels of expertise in design, HCI, and
computer science. The 29 participants who took part in team activ-
ities included 12 males and 26 females, all over the ages of 18 years,
with 26 Indian and 3 Iranian nationals (one of whom dropped out
of the call in the middle of the activity). The workshop moderators
included 1 Finn, 1 Indian, and 1 American nationals (all females).
The six groups contained a mix of male and female participants
with Group1 (2F, 4M), Group 2 (1M, 4F), Group 3 (1M, 4F), Group
4 (2M, 2F), Group 5 (2F, 3M), and Group 6 (1M, 3F). As mentioned
already, the workshop was conducted within the context of India
as a part of the ACM SIGCHI Mumbai Chapter meet.

4.2 Post-workshop Online Feedback Survey
and Participant Reflections

A week after the workshop, participants were sent an online feed-
back survey to fill in anonymously and received 13 responses. The

survey enquired about participants’ motivation to attend the work-
shop, what they liked and disliked, if their expectations were met, if
they were inspired at a personal and/or professional level, and how
the workshop could be improved in the future. For each of these
questions, participants answered in free-form text. Two months
after the workshop, the participants were asked to write personal
reflections regarding the workshop by considering the following
questions:

• Did the workshop give you new thoughts on the future of
technology? Do you think that is something that makes you
uncomfortable or shocked can help you to get new thoughts
on possible futures?

• Was your own design provocative? Preposterous? Shocking?
Empowering? In what sense? Why do you think so?

• Did the topic (future of friendship and romance online) make
you uncomfortable? Why?

Nine participants submitted approximately 400-500-words write-
up answering these questions.

4.3 Data Analysis Procedure
As mentioned previously, data analysed included: a critical analysis
of the alternative future scenarios created during the workshop,
the anonymous online feedback after the workshop, and personal
reflections of participants two months later. Specifically, data anal-
ysis was conducted at two levels using three theoretical lenses, as
shown in [Figure 1].

Workshop outcomes: At the first level, we considered the work-
shop outcomes, each of the six future scenarios were saved in an
online document, where we utilized critical and empowerment
lenses in their analysis. The scenarios were analysed using Bardzell
et al.’s [4] matrix of common argument types to highlight how, even
in a short workshop, participants can critically and provocatively
question the present and consider alternative futures for friend-
ships and romance. The matrix serves as an ‘inventory of supports’
(ibid) to guide readers in deciding whether a design supports crit-
icality in relation to a set of design norms and conventions, or
not. In the matrix, rows and columns correspond to interaction de-
sign dimensions, and to dimensions of criticality, respectively. The
interaction design dimensions are: the ‘topic/problem’ space, it’s
central ‘purpose,’ its ‘functionality’ in terms of performing/ letting
its users perform, ‘interactivity’ with humans through input/output,
the physical ‘form/structure’ of the design, and ‘materiality’ of the
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Figure 1: Data analysis process

design. The dimensions of criticality are: a new point of view con-
tributing in ‘changing perspectives’ for the user, ‘proposing for
change’ by making a plausible suggestion, ‘enhancing appreciation’
for design in context of a socio-cultural issue and on its level of user
and/or design’s ‘reflectiveness.’ Bardzell et al. [4] neither suggest
evaluating against all 24 possible types of arguments nor do they fix
a set number of quantifiable dimensions for a design to be classified
as ‘critical’. Instead, they first advise readers to contemplate if the
design feels critical, and if so, then take the assistance of at least one
out of the 24 arguments to bring analytical clarity to that intuition.

The analysis was conducted individually by nine of the par-
ticipants (although all of them were invited), and by three of the
organizers, where two of themmet online to analyse collaboratively.
Next, the participants’ analyses of the scenarios were thematically
grouped together and summarized. Participants’ analysis is con-
trasted with the organizers’ analysis in this paper, not to judge
the scenarios or analyses, but to showcase how, as mentioned by
Bardzell et al. [4], criticality, which is almost always subjective, was
experienced by participants and organizers. Further, we highlight
the diversity of thought and perspectives, as well as subjectivity
of criticality, enabling both organizers and participants to take
something personal and unique out of the experience.

Workshop process: At the second level, we considered the work-
shop process and its overall experience through the data collected
from feedback survey and critical reflections. This data was anal-
ysed using both empowerment and value-creation lenses in the
analysis of the participant responses. The feedback survey was
thematically analysed to understand the challenges and opportuni-
ties for the workshop process, and consequently its outcomes, in
addition to the value experienced through workshop participation
and beyond. The reflections were similarly analysed and to remain
true to their form, are presented as excerpts with a light summary.
The participants who emailed their reflections were invited to co-
author and contribute to this paper. We further looked at the short-
term or immediate experiences (with the feedback survey) and a
longer-term reflection spread across a longer term of two months
(reflections) through a value creation lens. We asked ourselves, as

workshop organizers - what were the immediate benefits reported
by the participants and how were they transformed over the course
of two months, when experiences can sometimes feel exaggerated
(better) or attenuated (worse) during recall due to sensemaking
[51, 71]. The value creation lens was used to understand the mo-
tivation for the participants to engage in this kind of activity as
well as the potential empowerment gained through participation,
and also to help us to develop our practice (the workshop contents
and procedure, participant recruitment) further. This dual level
of analysis informs our discussions on critically, empowerment,
and value-creation when tackling what might be uncomfortable
and personal topics, such as love and romance during and after a
pandemic, within the context of India.

5 FINDINGS FROM THE DESIGN OUTCOMES
AND DESIGN PROCESS

5.1 Outcomes: Critical and Empowering
Alternative Future Scenarios

The scenarios of the six teams are presented below (S1-S6). In re-
lation to each scenario, for S3-S6, first there is a team-members
reflection of how provocative, empowering, and/or shocking the so-
lution is. No team members from S1 and S2 shared their reflections.
Then, employing the critical lens, we present the other participants’
and organizers’ critiques of the scenarios. From the organizers’
perspectives, several of the future scenarios built upon existing
ideas of virtual reality and virtual worlds. Expectedly, several sce-
narios shared familiarity with sci-fi movies and books, e.g., about
dystopian futures as projected in the movie HER and the book
Brave New World. The movie Avatar was also referenced by mul-
tiple groups, directly or indirectly, and character avatars in vir-
tual worlds were also mentioned. However, our intention is not
to judge or grade the ideas but rather to highlight how within a
short workshop, several groups considered critical, provocative, and
empowering scenarios only after a short introduction to design fic-
tion. Participant critiques presented below are a mix of self-critique
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(groups analysing their own team’s scenario) and critiques of other
teams.

Scenario 1: Long distance relationships. Resolving the ab-
sence of physical sensations in long distance relationships through
wearable jackets and gloves that simulate the physicality of hugs
and handholding, with another device that releases a loved one’s
pheromones. However, these solutions have evident pitfalls - possi-
bility of misuse by having the device impersonate an ex. Partici-
pant critique: “The idea of using simulation jackets is critical as it
claims to ‘enhance’ existing human relationships through intervention
of inanimate objects. . .it can evoke emotions by simulating smell and
touch by customising it according to the preference of its wearer/user.
The prospect of having a huggable jacket is foregrounded as the sole
solution to the absence in physical intimacy in long distance relation-
ships.” Organizer critique: Incorporating both touch and smell in
commonly worn clothes, like a jacket and gloves, is an interesting
idea - one that defines the essence of human-human intimacy and
emotion. The addition of pheromones to a huggable jacket inspires
a proposal for change and caution against its misuse (to imperson-
ate an ex, assumingly for creating unpleasant experiences), makes
one reflect on our current interpersonal relationships - do we want
to be reminded of the smell of an ex?

Scenario 2: Personal and professional worlds separated.
Personal virtual worlds where people connect to a virtual world
through their minds using wearable devices, as opposed to their
professional worlds which remain real (physical). Can these two
worlds co-exist simultaneously? Participant critique: “This design
provides a new and interesting perspective in the domain of sociocul-
tural environments in future. The users can perceive distinguished
worlds based on their choice of interest. It’s thus, a provocative act
of an alternative way of living while interacting with the wearable.
With this design, the users can be made aware of the two environ-
ments, while enjoying the relevance of both.” Organizer critique:
This scenario presents an uncomfortable sanitized existence, one
where our professional worlds, usually devoid of physical intimacy
and sometimes also of strong emotional connections, are real and
physical, while intimacy is relegated to the virtual. With virtual,
you can play it as you like. It provokes us to reflect on our current
situation in this pandemic - why would one want to touch a person,
when they can touch (and sanitize) their devices?

Scenario 3: A dating application.With both human and robot
profiles and where finding affection in an unreal being is possible.
Dating consists of co-creating virtual and intellectual spaces to-
gether with a human or a robot. Team member reflection: “This
artificial being is an embodiment of how one would wish for their
future partner to look, feel, think and behave [...]. Designing an ‘ideal
albeit unreal’ soulmate versus finding a ‘real flawed human’ is a pre-
posterous idea. However, the aspect of co-creating a virtual space for
both of them to co-exist together is an empowering one.” Participant
critique: “This [...] goes against the philosophy that love and relation-
ships are formed on mutual respect and understanding of one another,
and not on an individual’s perception of how his partner should look,
think, feel and behave. [...] The self-centeredness, and inflexibility
that this App calls for in ‘designing your mate’ over actually making
the effort to ‘find them’ is an alarming notion of how people’s percep-
tions towards concepts like love and friendships are becoming more
transactional and automated.” Organizer critique: Considering AI

or artificial companions as common as human ones is a dystopian
future in many of our minds. That raises a question of how can
we know who is an android; do we need to do a Voight-Kampff
analysis to test their humanity, like in the movie Blade Runner? It’s
a very lonely scene that a machine is one’s only friend. However,
this scenario, while uncomfortable, also makes us question - will
it actually be that bad, considering that so many people are alone
and without emotional or physical support especially during the
pandemic. Does it matter whom we date if our worlds are virtually
co-created, our lives a culmination of zeros and ones?

Scenario 4 Virtual interaction reigns our lives. The politics
of the pandemic remains intact over decades, resulting in a reconfig-
uration of all human relationships, increasingly mediated by digital
technology. Dating begins online and remains online till the 10th
date where the first touch of holding hands is initiated. With wed-
dings held separating and quarantining the new honeymooners,
we are all prisoners of our own physical world. Team member
reflection: ‘The online medium’s flourish has immensely aided glob-
alization in recent times. However, that has also led to the decline
of tradition, heritage, and personal, genuine touch in relationships.
This feeling of discomfort regarding the future in technology allowed
me to start thinking from a new perspective. [...] I now wanted to
imagine the future in a way that was less superficial and more real.
The future of technology should be environmentally sustainable and
catering to the needs of the people.” Participant critique: “[This
scenario] serves as an optimal context for the development of criti-
cal design as it reflects upon the perils of substituting all first-hand
human contact by technomediated experiences. It also holds promise
of aesthetic criticism by making room for aesthetic speculations by
means of developing the topic, purpose, functionality, interactivity,
form and materiality. ‘Honeymoon is spent under quarantine’. This
proposition forces a change or perspective in the way we culturally
conceive the honeymoon, from being a promise of choice and freedom
to one of sacrifice and inevitability.” Organizer critique: Would
human-to-human touch be a rare commodity in the future, one that
requires building layers of trust on the interwebs of our everyday
existence before we can even hold hands. Can we live without hu-
man touch? What happens when no-one touches us, never? What
happens to our nerves – do they shrivel and die? Reflecting on the
upside down and inside out experiences during this pandemic, our
priorities in the future will be undeniably different.

Scenario 5: All education happens in a virtual world. The
classroom of the future, where most friendships are initiated, is vir-
tual, accessible also to those with vision and auditory impairments,
and utilizes holographics. We are teleported into classrooms with
our avatars in a social virtual world. Team member reflections:
“Since all of us are going through COVID pandemic physical educa-
tion is a challenge. [. . .] The design [...] gives people with disability
a possibility to remove the barriers and limitations they may have
during their learning and education. For example, for deaf people
with a holographic sign language teacher side by side with an actual
teacher, [they] could participate in public school. With this kind of
design, we could eliminate the isolation that people with disability
may encounter in their society and accept them as part of society.
This kind of empowering design could only be reached with critical
design.” Participant critiques: “This also raises the question of [..]
what age group would it be appropriate for? Would teleportation be
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Table 2: Value creation as thematically analysed from the feedback forms

Focus of value creation Experienced value
Workshop itself Interesting workshop method; An idea of how to conduct a workshop; Interesting topic for the team

work; Reducing pedagogic anxiety; Having fun
New knowledge New knowledge about critical design
Design New insight into the design field
Teamwork Working in a team with people with different backgrounds; Working with new people who have

new ideas; The team activity itself
New possibilities Possibility to write a paper with organizers; Possibilities for new collaborations and opportunities
New inspiration Inspiring on a personal level through insight of how the world could change; New inspiration and

ideas to a specific research topic; Re-imagining privacy, work from home, online education,
misinformation

Professional development Thinking beyond the ordinary scopes helps imagination and that in turn helps to get new ideas for
work; New thoughts to continue research during the pandemic

considered as an appropriate mode of commute for kindergarteners?
In addition, with respect to the prospect of creating digital avatars of
yourself and projecting it into a shared space to create the feeling of a
‘physical classroom’, what could be the limitations? Would users in
their formative years benefit from this kind of virtual interaction?”
Organizer critique: At first, this scenario feels surprisingly com-
fortable, where sci-fi and familiarity with technology development
and experiments as well as a COVID-19 induced pressure for online
teaching allow us to be more accepting of change. When bringing
children into the picture, discomfort arises, however. What hap-
pens to the physical body of a toddler when they go to a virtual
kindergarten? This scenario underlines the significance of context
in interpreting the criticality of design.

Scenario 6: Online friendship Friendships are now all online
and virtual with haptic devices simulating physical touch. Team
member reflections: “ (We) decided to tackle the issue of friendship
in the future. We observed that physical presence and interaction
plays a very important role in human relationships. A pat on the
shoulder or a hug is considered a way to express emotion while in-
teracting with fellow mates. We decided to create a mixed reality
solution with haptics to include a way to feel the physical touch of
a person. The major drawback was that even though the system pro-
vides a way to keep in touch with old friends, it doesn’t provide a
solution for making new friendships.” Participant critique: “[...] phys-
ical presence and interaction plays a very important role in human
relationships. [. . .] COVID-19 pandemic has made us realise that
futuristic problems/scenarios are not far and can occur at any time.”
Organizer critique: This scenario raises more questions than it
answers: what if in the future we only know people as their avatars?
How would we make new friends? Could we go to an avatar party
using virtual glasses? Could there be loud music and dancing and a
big rush? Would it feel the same when we dance with somebody?
While going virtual in-part is possible already; being only virtual is
discomforting and disconcerting.

5.2 Process, Short-term: Immediate
Experiences and Perceived Value

Thirteen participants responded to the anonymous feedback survey.
Participant motivations included interest in design fiction (or criti-
cal design), a drive to explore the topic with the HCI community,
and a passion and curiosity towards learning new concepts and
tools. This is not surprising, as the workshop was a part of ACM
SIGCHI Mumbai Chapter Meet, and it was advertised within the
Indian HCI community and we had over 50 registration, with 34
participants at the start and 29 till the end of the actual workshop.
Considering the value experienced by the participants (see [Table
2]), they mentioned enjoying the workshop and its topic, the team
activity and ideation phase. One participant mentioned that it was
an opportunity to meet new people and explore new ideas. The
team activity was appreciated so much that participants mentioned
disliking the short amount of time (30 minutes) allocated to it, and
the short duration of the workshop in general (90 minutes). Further,
one participant mentioned a lack of feedback on their scenarios as
something they disliked.

Many of the participants found the workshop inspiring, at a
personal level “my time is now being spent on trying to read and
understand more of the concepts surrounding this branch of de-
sign”, and also professional level, “my area of research is Public
Transport and this inspired me to brainstorm about possibilities
in public travel, in both the near and distant futures!” One partic-
ipant mentioned not being inspired professionally or personally,
while another mentioned part professional growth, “being a com-
plete novice in this field, the scope and the possibility of applying
this to my domain excited, while also left me trying to understand
how to go about it”. Improvements for the workshop mainly con-
sisted of suggestions to make it longer, more streamlined, modular,
and focused, with a “written report on holding a workshop and
summarizing comments... provided to the participants”. Only one
participant commented on the team formation, but it is unclear if
this was due to the uncomfortable nature of the topic of romance, or
something else. Overall, the workshop was well received by the par-
ticipants, and from the organizers’ perspective, while teething pains
were expected (being a first of its kind), a valuable and empowering
learning experience for all those involved.
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Table 3: Value creation as thematically analysed from the feedback forms

Focus of value creation Experienced value
Workshop as an experience The workshop was an exciting experience; The workshop encouraged free thinking; The workshop

topics created an inception towards barrier-free thinking, beyond normal limitations of everyday
work; Interesting discussions on technology; Working with the topics as a team was empowering;
Feeling of empowerment as a researcher through new angles of thought

Learning Learning about critical design
Future Excitement over designing for undesired future

Interesting designs that provoked thoughts on possible futures
Future technology Making the technology presented in science fiction feel more possible; New thoughts about future of

technology; Taking a look to the future without constraints of what is currently possible; Giving new
directions for thoughts about future technology, by showing what kind of future is not appealing

New thoughts on design Opening up the possibilities of human imagination; Opening new horizons for thinking and design;
Changing the perspective of what and how we design away from functionality and problem-solving;
Realization of how something uncomfortable or shocking can manifest in a useful design if you are
able to channel your thoughts suitably; Participants engaged in philosophical ponderings on future,
future of technology, what is design and how we design?

5.3 Process, Long-term: Critical, Empowering,
and Value-creating

Asking participants to reflect on their workshop experiences and
designs, and critically analysing their own and other designs two
months later allows us to further consider long term value gains
from participation, and whether those gains are empowering.We fo-
cus our criticality, empowerment, and value-creation lenses specifi-
cally on the topic of friendships and romance, and the shock and
discomfort produced, and how participants reflected upon and took
forward that shock and discomfort. Compared to the feedback re-
ceived immediately after the workshop, the reflections two months
later were deeper and more enthusiastic, probably due to sense-
making and more focused working with the potentials of critical
design. Naturally, people who sent us their reflections were also
the most willing ones to reflect on their experience, which can also
explain the enthusiasm.

Many participants, unsurprisingly, were uncomfortable dis-
cussing romance with strangers in a workshop, stating “a reluctance
amongst my team to discuss the future of romance. Romance and
romantic intimacy are very personal and subjective”. Several par-
ticipants attributed this reluctance to “Indian culture is still very
conservative when it comes to discussing romance and physical
intimacy in detail” and to a “high number of online dating/romance
scandals uncovered every day, especially in India”. They further
stated that, as a researcher there “might be a prejudice that the
futuristic solutions might get used for these unethical frauds.” One
participant mentioned “romance was an awkward subject to talk
about in a team with huge age differences and unfamiliarity”, yet
for another it “was a little bit shocking, [but] not annoying at all.”
Several participants reflected further on how they channelled their
discomfort and to start to consider more provocative alternative
future scenarios, “it created a range of mild to acute discomfort,
caused by quick flashes of reflections made about the present char-
acteristics of online relationships and some imagined future pos-
sibilities.” And relating it to the pandemic situation, “anguish was
perhaps the underlying negative emotion, triggered by the thought

of being unable to ever again touch another human being”. When
looking closer at the kind of value experienced by participants
([Table 3]), we see that in addition to enjoying the workshop itself
and obtaining a preliminary understanding of what is meant by
critical design, there was also much appreciation of, and awe to-
wards design fiction as a tool that enables HCI researchers to break
out of the box; to shock and be shocked, as one of the participants
described: “as an HCI researcher I must say that our thoughts and
futuristic designs generally derived from available technological
advancement, contemporary research, ‘plausible’ ideas targeted
for near future. On the contrary, the workshop encouraged the
participants to think beyond existing ideas and look far into the
future (after 100 years). It was an exciting experience that opened
a new avenue of thoughts”.

As for criticality, we argue that the workshop managed, to an
extent, to integrate provocative, shocking, uncomfortable, disturb-
ing, absurd, and preposterous aspects both in terms of the design
process and outcome. In their designs, participants managed to
reject how things currently are as the only option and proposed
designs that embody alternative values [[27]: 58]. Their propos-
als aroused reflection, opened up taken for granted assumptions,
and/or provoked the audience, in some respects. The design process
was also seen as including provocative, shocking, uncomfortable
aspects, encouraging out of the box thinking, creativity and reflec-
tion. The participants also considered the experience empowering.
Interestingly, we found evidence of the participants considering
empowerment from two different perspectives - even if we did not
intentionally plan to introduce this diversity to them. We think for
some of the participants, empowerment appeared as a motivational
construct, relating to value creation through their own development
and professional growth. They found design fiction an exciting, in-
teresting, valuable new method in their method repertoire, empow-
ering them as designers to tackle uneasy situations and topics, and
uncertain futures – the workshop nurturing self-efficacy, and/or
meaningfulness [39, 65]. Empowerment here connects strongly
with learning and competence development (see e.g. [45]) which
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was an obvious aim of the workshop as well. However, we also
noted alternative interpretations of empowerment, those relating
to social responsibility and empowerment of someone else. Some
participants considered, for example, people with disabilities and
their futures in their designs (see e.g. [39, 42]). This view on empow-
erment is definitely a valid one as well. We find it intriguing that
our participants approached this topic from these different angles.
We discuss their implications for design practice and education in
the following section.

6 DISCUSSION
The Covid-19 pandemic has made us question the new normal of
our interpersonal relationships - from those at work to our personal
and intimate experiences. With various states of lockdowns and
social distancing across the world, the current situation provides
an abundance of opportunities for us all to reconsider technologies
around social presence - for better communication, companionship,
and collaboration. From transporting our lives wholly to virtual
spaces, to recreating human intimacy through wearable and haptic
technologies, and varied types of sensory based multimodal inter-
actions seamlessly blending the real and the virtual. With this in
mind, we conducted a design fiction workshop, exploring the future
of friendships and romance in a post-pandemic world, which we
can only make guesses of what it will be like. Together with the
participants, we probed and pondered intimacy and how it could be
re-conceptualised, along with the technologies that could enable,
mediate, and in some cases replace social connections with other
human and non-human beings.

6.1 Can Design Fiction Enable Participants to
Critically Explore Sensitive Topics?

We were interested in the potential of design fiction to arouse
criticality and to empower participants to explore the topic of in-
timacy. We conducted a workshop as a part of an Indian ACM
SIGCHI chapter meet, with predominantly Indian participants. We
acknowledged that in the context of India, there is so far very lim-
ited research on the topic while also some evidence that exploring
the topic of intimacy might be challenging. We examined criticality
and empowerment both from the viewpoint of the design outcomes
and design process. As for criticality, we considered the provocative,
shocking, uncomfortable, disturbing, absurd, preposterous nature
of design outcomes and the design process. The design outcomes
indeed included some provocative aspects that forced the partici-
pants as well as the organizers to reconsider their taken for granted
assumptions. Some of the design outcomes can also be considered
empowering, in motivational and/or in relational sense; the design
outcomes allowing people to have increased power to shape their
lives and intimacy within, providing them novel ways and flexibility
in terms of experiencing, engaging in and shaping their interactions,
relationships, romantic encounters. Given the flourishing interest
in designing technologies aimed at mediating (and creating) a feel-
ing of relatedness in romantic and other close relationships [34],
the topic and timing were opportune. Studies revolving around
using technology to help in discovering, maintaining and fostering
relationships have been conducted - be it in terms of proposing
strategies [34] or developing methods and tools to support them

[10, 28, 59]. From studying user behavior while entering personal
data into dating profiles [28], to exploring user relationships with
artefacts to stimulate feelings of love and connectedness [59], stud-
ies have focused on exploring the various stages of interaction
users have with technology for well-being. Understanding love as
an action brings up the possibility to make use of existent or future
technologies may help to improve love [59]. Themes of connected-
ness, intimacy, love, belonging, closeness, and togetherness have
been subsumed under the broad label of relatedness [34]. However,
the possibility of finding and maintaining relationships in a post-
Covid era require, not necessarily always new devices but, new
contexts and possibilities of use. We maintain that HCI research
should now take the lead in envisioning our radically transformed
futures, including the futures of intimacy within. We need to be
empowering people to re-imagine those futures and we propose
design fiction as a tool for that.

In terms of criticality and empowerment, we provided evidence
of our design fiction process being perceived as provocative by
the participants, compelling them to address uncomfortable top-
ics in uneasy situations. Empowerment appeared in the workshop
reflections in several senses: in relation to the design process for
designers through competence building in alternative, speculative,
critical approaches and methods. Then again, it appeared in the
design outcomes as an aim to serve those currently marginalized
or oppressed, for instance, students with vision and auditory im-
pairments. We argue that design fiction should be embraced for its
potential each of these senses. Novel in our study is the context
and the nature of the design process in that we inquired using
design fiction with non-experts. in the socio-cultural context of
India. Non-experts are not the usual user group of design fiction in
HCI or design research, even if we managed to find some related
research on design fiction for all. Design fiction has been used with
children and university students in educational settings through
various topics, and in design education generally. The existing liter-
ature, however, is lacking reflective discussions on the benefits and
challenges involved in non-experts’ initial encounters with design
fiction. Critics may say the design fiction outcomes generated in our
workshop were not that shocking, provocative, or wild. However,
considering our participant group and context, we maintain we
generated fascinating results in terms of critical and empowering
design ideas and design experiences. We wish to highlight that both
the literature (see e.g. [[41]) and our participants pointed out that
in this cultural context the topic is challenging to address, particu-
larly with strangers. For non-experts, engaging in such a reflective,
uncomfortable and critical endeavour is not a straightforward or
easy to task to accomplish. For these reasons we maintain that
our results show we indeed have managed to push the boundaries,
to encourage and to challenge our participants to collaboratively
scrutinize and explore such an uncomfortable, uneasy topic – and
even within such a limited timeframe.

Based upon our study, we recommend experiments entailing
design fiction with critical and empowering elements to tackle a
variety of uncomfortable, uneasy topics, also with non-expert par-
ticipants. Such design fiction enables the designer to provoke as
well as to be provoked: inviting designers to explore and envision
controversial or uncomfortable topics empowers them to approach
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the world critically, to question how things currently are, to con-
sider alternative presents and futures, to reveal taken for granted
assumptions (see e.g. [5, 6, 10, 26, 40]). We see that experiencing a
provocative design fiction process contributes to the professional
growth of a designer, which is what the workshop participants also
reported to us, i.e., the experience was enabling and encouraging,
and it empowered (see e.g. [39, 45]) them to think a bit differently
about their own work, about different design topics, about future
technologies, and about the world more generally. In the new nor-
mal initiated by the pandemic, the type of skills and competencies
offered through engaging in design fiction may become ever more
crucial, empowering the designer to reimagine as well as to work
towards alternative, and maybe even better futures. We also wish
to highlight another interpretation of empowerment evident in the
workshop, concerning the design outcome: empowerment of those
currently oppressed or marginalized (see e.g. [39, 45]). Even if the
design outcomes were not particularly strong in combating the
oppressors or critically scrutinizing the current state of affairs, we
see valuable developments in this direction. Wemaintain that reflec-
tion on the ethical and value-laden nature of design is an essential
part of design education and we happily report on the potential
of design fiction in arousing reflection on these matters. Arousing
future designers’ as well as the general public’s awareness of and
criticism towards the oppressing conditions of the status quo. In
addition to their interest to work for making the world a better
place for those currently suffering can be a significant endeavor.

6.2 What kind of Value Does (Online) Design
Fiction Bring to the Participants?

Employing a value-creation lens to the design outcomes and pro-
cess of the workshop, two aspects were observed. First, value was
identified through utilizing design fiction, considering the topic of
interpersonal relationships, and focusing on the future, rather than
the present. Then, within the context of the pandemic, participa-
tion in workshops (or other hands-on seminars etc) is one of the
few mechanisms available to us for meeting and collaborating with
people (friends, acquaintances, and strangers) with similar interests.
With limited opportunities for serendipitous physical encounters
with people. e.g., at a university or a conference, workshops can en-
able these kinds of interactions in a virtual space. Next, we unpack
these two aspects.

Considering this workshop, its focus on interpersonal relation-
ships, something that affects us all and our experiences of which
have certainly changed sinceMarch 2020, allowed participants (with
varying levels of expertise in design fiction and design research
in general) to contribute to the discussions, and to the design of
scenarios. It also gave them an opportunity to pause and reflect
upon their own personal and professional relationships, values and
priorities, and how these may have changed during the pandemic.
The task to consider not the present, but the future, also created
an opportunity for participants to re-evaluate, during and after the
workshop, their own priorities and values towards their personal
and professional relationships. Learning, and unlearning, in design
and HCI is a continuous process, that can be supported by such
workshops. For instance, while social virtual reality has been on the
fringes of research for several years, many participants considered

this as a mainstream solution in building interpersonal relation-
ships in the near future. Design fiction helped us to take a leap into
the future, not just in our minds and ideas, but as viable alternatives
and solutions.

Breaking physical (and economical) barriers, online workshops
and seminars enable people from across the world to meet and col-
laborate, in many instances, creating new avenues and directions
for research that would not have been possible previously (e.g., if
the workshop was held physically). How? Moving online, through
video calls, more detailed emails, or sharing and collaborating on
documents, creates a transparency in sharing of ideas, collabora-
tions, and processes. Further still, given a blank online canvas to
ideate on (e.g. Google slides or Miro), democratizes participation
by allowing multiple ways to contribute - via text, images, voice
etc, and multiple contributions simultaneously, thus, sharing the
spotlight (with those who would otherwise be quiet in a physical
group discussion). Moreover, online collaboration can be anony-
mous too, reducing the fear of being judged or expressing contro-
versial ideas, and debating and tacking important socio-technical or
socio-cultural issues through discussions with a curated, through
event advertisements or signup forms, yet diverse group of indi-
viduals. We are not advocating design fiction workshops to move
entirely online, but we wish to point out that online engagement
may ease collaborative exploration of sensitive or uncomfortable
topics. In online environment with strangers, discussing and en-
visioning intimate topics might even be easier to do than face to
face with familiar people. However, this is a topic that needs to be
explored further in future studies.

As we all adjust to our forever changed lives and work during
this pandemic, there are risks of burnout and demotivation. Only
time will tell if workshops and seminars can inspire us, bring in
new ideas and perspectives, and provide mechanisms to improve
mental health (by for instance, finding communities of like-minded
people, or people going through similar challenges) Or are we better
off in the future with hybrid ways of working - democratizing
online spaces and communities, to achieve inclusion and diversity
of thoughts, ideas, approaches, and groups . . . as we dream of in
HCI.

6.3 Limitations of the Work
There are limitations to this work, such as the short nature of work-
shops in general, the small number of participant feedback from
the surveys and reflections, and the limited workshop time; we
still argue in favor of design fiction as a process and also for its
outcomes. We also highlight the value created through sustained
interactions and reflections (e.g. months after the workshop). Re-
garding engagement with participants after the workshop, in our
case to obtain feedback, other forms of incentives are required in
addition to collaborative paper writing and data analysis. However,
living through the pandemic for over a year, several people are
experiencing Zoom fatigue. The online nature of workshops, while
potentially opening doors to those who might not have otherwise
participated, also brings its own limitations. For instance, the visual
nature of video conferencing might have had an influence on how
the participants approached the topic – considering more visual
and virtual fictions over multisensory ones; although groups did
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consider intimacy and touch, in addition to companionship and
conversation. The intimate nature of the topic being discussed with
strangers online without the blanket of anonymity, added another
level of discomfort to the workshop experience. But then again, our
goal to provoke and be provocative, to empower and be empow-
ering, to critique and design critically, was met. Lastly, while we
focused on the Indian context, where arranged marriages and kid-
napping of spouses are existing realities, however, participants did
not consider such wild scenarios, possibly due to the professional
nature of the workshop.

6.4 Future Work
We conducted another similar workshop in India in Dec 2020 as
a part of the IndiaHCI conference, where a different set of partic-
ipants designed similar design fiction scenarios. For 2021, we are
planning for another workshop on topic, this time with an interna-
tional audience, as a part of the INTERACT 2021 conference1. This
workshop is open to all who express an interest, including previous
workshop participants. As the absurdities of our reality, of love and
loss, provoke, shock, and then seemingly become normalized, we
hope the workshops will help participants reconsider and reimage
the future we are heading towards, to make provocative and shock-
ing changes to the new normal, unearthing the current status quo,
and empowering us all.

7 CONCLUSION
The forced reboot of our lives due to the COVID-19 pandemic, has
us question the current role of technology in our lives, and open up
discussions and new opportunities to reimagine alternative futures
for our interpersonal relationships. To explore this further, we con-
ducted an online design fiction workshop with HCI professionals
and academics, with varying experiences and interests. Design fic-
tion is seen as a tool to design future technologies and is described
as a way to envision new technologies while understanding the
narratives of the current context and exploring how these technolo-
gies can be positioned within a new context. In the context of our
workshop, design fiction enabled us, experts and non-experts in
design research alike, to consider alternative futures and the use
of technology for a culturally sensitive and relatively unexplored
topic of romance and technology in India. Workshop participants
worked in small teams considering diverse scenarios and different
aspects, design solutions, and challenges within those scenarios.
Several of the teams started to question fundamental human desires
for touch, intimacy, companionship, and romance, and the effects
of the pandemic on these desires. They speculated on a spectrum
of futures - some that were bleak and dystopian where humanity
never recovers from the cruelty of the pandemic, to futures where
human-machine relationships are similar, and possibly preferred, to
human-human relationships. To comfortably suggest design fiction
as a method or tool for participants with diverse backgrounds -
where participants are provoked yet provocative, empowered yet
critical, and shocked or uncomfortable yet questioning the status
quo - the organizers and participants critically analysed the scenar-
ios based upon previous work in this domain. Findings from the

1All workshops are also advertised here https://interact.oulu.fi/researcherstoolbox

analysis, workshop feedback and reflections, indicate that partici-
pants produced and discussed critical aspects regarding intimacy,
dating, and making friends in the future, and were inspired by de-
sign fiction as a tool in their personal and professional repertoire.
Employing design fiction encouraged participants to think about al-
ternative futures that question the current status quo and empower
them in the future.
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